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Crane also points out that even where technical education was developed in
India it often focused upon reviving ancient handicraft arts (like fine brass work or
embroidery) which did not particularly promote industrialization, or it provided
training for Europeans rather more than for Indians. So the Indians discovered early,
as the Africans discovered later, that the best jobs they could obtain under colonial
conditions were the administrative, clerical, and bureaucratic jobs for which an
academic and literary education was better direct vocational preparation than was a
scientific, technical, or industrially practical education.
The Indian side of this equation was, of course, important along with the
British. It was not only that the British education officers themselves generally had an
academic education weighted on the literary and humanistic side, but also that the
Indian classes who could afford to flock to the secondary schools and colleges were
largely from the Brahmin classes who traditionally were not likely to enter mercantile,
technical, or industrial occupations in any case; and, of course, the lower classes most
accustomed to engaging in the arts and crafts were not likely to go to the literary
schools at all. All this led the British entrepreneurs to come to the conclusion that
Indians, to put it mildly, did not have a bent for technical skills and could not be
trusted to fill managerial positions in factories.
Crane concludes that British policy in India with regard to technical education
was marked by "much vacillation, uncertainty, and aimless compromise, both in the
making of policy and in its execution."34 The education officers, themselves trained
in the humanities, could always find reasons why technical and industrial education
was too costly. Besides, they had so little contact with business or industrial leaders
they were not disposed to experiment or go much beyond the usual book, examina-
tion, and paper qualification system which characterized the humanities and the
entrance to the government service.
Thus the British government policies not only held back technical education,
they undoubtedly held back the development of modern industry and economic
development in India. Above all, the universities of India paid little or no attention to
technical education until well into the 1920s. Of course, professional education for
law and medicine stood high in prestige, but by and large the technical institutes were
of a lower level in both quality and quantity in comparison with the general academic
colleges and universities. In summary, Crane's judgment is that education in India had
an enormously formative effect on economic modernization—negatively:
The obvious result was, of course, that the Indian economy remained
singularly undeveloped and that its modernization was severely retarded. Though
a number of different factors played upon the economy to keep it backward, the
absence of anything like an effective system of technical, scientific, and indus-
trial education was surely a considerable element of the causal complex. Perhaps
equally regrettable, technical training in India did little or nothing to create a set
of values-diffused among the population-which could have been the basis for a
rapid modernization of the economy when the system of technical education
eventually underwent transformation and improvement.35
34	Ibid., p. 190.
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